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The extra large Moleskine Weekly Notebook is dated from January to December 2016 and has a

black soft cover. Formatted to show the week's appointments on the left and a ruled page for notes

and ideas on the right, it is a handy and versatile planner that incorporates the freedom of a

notebook.Specifications:- Layout: Week on the left, ruled page on the right.- Date Range: Jan 2016 -

Dec 2016- Dimensions: 7-1/2" x 10"- Soft Cover with Elastic Closure and Bookmark Ribbon- Color:

Black- Pages: 144- Pockets: Expandable inner pocket in cardboard and cloth.- Paper Weight: 70

gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)
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I typically love the quality of Moleskine notebooks. And this one isn't any different -- high-quality

materials and construction.My only complaint is that I feel a little misled, because the planner uses

both English and French. When I bought it, the pictures of the product didn't show French being

used everywhere right alongside the English text.I suppose it's not a huge deal. But with this being a

weekly planner (as opposed to the daily one I used to carry), an entire week is condensed into a

single page instead of each day getting its own page. So, with there being such a crunch for space,

real estate becomes too valuable for me to want them to waste space by repeating everything in

multiple languages.I was similarly disappointed with the surprising combination of English and

French when I bought a 2015 Weekly planner. I had hoped it was just a fluke, and that I received it

in error. I had hoped my 2016 planner wouldn't waste space on multiple languages. But it does.

Perhaps this is just a quirk of the extra large weekly planners? I dunno. If that's the case, I wish

they'd indicate it in the pictures and description of the product.Ah, well. Still a nicely made notebook

planner.



I'm not sure if all the Moleskine 2016 Weekly Notebooks are like this, but this one has English and

French, which I don't need and was not indicated anywhere before I bought it. I'm disappointed

because it takes up a lot of space.

I love Moleskine. This little planner is tough and low-key. It doesn't scream "hello I am a Planner and

I have clouds and puppies and quotes about believing in your power to succeed all over me!!!!" It's

just a calendar with room to write stuff down and a strap to hold it closed. Lovely.

I've been using these for a decade and I agree with those who felt surprised that suddenly this

edition included both English and French, taking up gads of writing space to tell me what day it is in

two languages. Really? No indication of this change in the photos (and my wife's slightly smaller

Large 2016 Moleskine weekly from  is not bilingual). That and the fact that Moleskine made the

strange decision in the last two years not to indicate ANY holidays in their calendars. Seems less

useful to me--and just more bland overall--at still a premium price. I say, Long live variety (or "Vive

la difference!," if you needed the translation)... :-)

I think  might have only the international versions, therefore a lot of them may come in two

languages. (French/English)ORDER FROM STAPLES. I just received my 2016 weekly notebook XL

from them which I ordered online, and it's only in English. Moleskine is a great product, but if you

have no need for the French translations, then order from Staples!

The only annual journal notebook I buy! There's room for notes, jotting down ideas, scheduling

agenda, and more. I even tape in ticket stubs, receipts, greeting cards and more. By year-end it's

twice the size, but represents the highlights of the year. The notebook also has a sleeve on the back

side in which you can insert thumb drives, DVDs, or other narrow documents. I love that this product

originated with a French printing company and withstood the test of time for many years.

I love that this journal returned to the calendar format at the beginning of the weekly pages. It

doesn't bother me that this is an English/French version, but it wasn't expected. I guess I'll know the

French days of the week by the end of 2016

I, too, got the duo language - bot it a while ago but only now using it (doi, 2016). I don't like the 2nd



language, very annoying. Will get used to it and glad to get it at a better price than barnes&noble

brick&morter, but still, would rather had a choice.
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